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Let X denote a complete separable metric space, and let C(X ) denote the linear
space of all bounded continuous real-valued functions on X. A semigroup T of
transformations from X into X is said to be jointly continuous if the mapping
(t, x)  T(t) x is jointly continuous from [0, )_X into X. The Lie generator of
such a semigroup T is the linear operator in C(X ) consisting of all ordered pairs
( f, g) such that f, g # C(X ), and for each x # X, g(x) is the derivative at 0 of
f (T( } ) x). We completely characterize such Lie generators and establish the canoni-
cal exponential formula for the original semigroup in terms of powers of resolvents
of its Lie generator. The only topological notions needed in the characterization are
two notions of sequential convergence, pointwise and strict. A sequence in C(X )
converges strictly if the sequence is uniformly bounded in the supremum norm and
converges uniformly on compact subsets of X.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let X denote a separable complete metric space, and let F(X ) denote
the collection of all continuous transformations from X into X. A strongly
continuous semigroup of continuous transformations in X is a function T
from [0, ) into F(X ) such that T(0) is the identity transformation on X,
T(t) T(s)=T(t+s) for s, t0, and for each x in X, the function T( } ) x is
continuous from [0, ) to X. The semigroup T is commonly denoted by
[T(t)]t0. A jointly continuous semigroup of transformations in X means a
strongly continuous semigroup T of continuous transformations in X that
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is jointly continuous, that is, such that the mapping (t, x)  T(t) x is jointly
continuous from [0, )_X into X. Denote the collection of all jointly
continuous semigroups of transformations in X by S(X), and let C(X )
denote the linear space of all bounded continuous real-valued functions on
X. If T # S(X ), then the Lie generator of T is the linear operator A in C(X )
consisting of all ordered pairs ( f, g) such that f, g # C(X ) and
g(x)=lim
t  0
1
t
[ f (T(t) x)&f (x)]
for all x # X. A linear operator A in C(X) with domain D(A) is said to be
a derivation if f, g # D(A) implies that fg # D(A) and
A( fg)=fAg+gAf.
It is easy to see that the Lie generator of a semigroup T # S(X ) is a deriva-
tion. A sequence [ fn]n=1 in C(X ) is said to converge strictly to a function
f # C(X), and we say that f is the strict limit of [ fn]n=1 , if [ fn]

n=1 is
uniformly bounded in the supremum norm and [ fn]n=1 converges to f
uniformly on compact subsets of X. We will see later that strict
convergence is convergence in a topology on C(X ). This topology is called
the strict topology; see [10]. We say that a linear operator Q from C(X )
into C(X ) is strictly sequentially continuous if Q transforms strictly con-
vergent sequences to strictly convergent sequences and that a collection Q
of such operators is strictly sequentially equicontinuous if whenever
[ fn]n=1/C(X ) converges strictly to f # C(X ), then the collection
[Qfn : n # N, Q # Q] is bounded in the supremum norm, [[Qfn](x)]n=1
converges to [Qf ](x) for each Q # Q and x # X, and this convergence is
uniform for Q # Q and x in compact subsets of X. A subset F of C(X ) is
said to be strictly sequentially dense in C(X ) if each f # C(X ) is the strict
limit of a sequence of functions belonging to F. We can now state our main
theorem.
Theorem. Let A be a linear operator in C(X ), that is, with domain and
range contained in C(X ). Then A is the Lie generator of a semigroup
T # S(X ) if and only if
(i) A is a derivation,
(ii) the domain of A is strictly sequentially dense in C(X ),
(iii) for each *>0, I&*A has a norm nonexpansive and strictly
sequentially continuous inverse defined on all of C(X ) (I denotes the identity
transformation in C(X )), and
(iv) if '>0, then the collection [(I&(*n)A)&n: 0<*', n # N] is
strictly sequentially equicontinuous.
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Furthermore, if A is the Lie generator of T # S(X), then
f b T(t)= lim
n  
(I&(tn) A)&n f
for t>0 and f # C(X ), where the limit is the strict limit.
The main theorem characterizes Lie generators and establishes the
canonical exponential formula. The authors' earlier paper [5] (see the note
just before the references) characterized Lie generators, but the charac-
terization here is much simpler. The characterization here involves only
pointwise and strict sequential convergence, whereas the characterization in
[5] involved a locally convex topology on C(X ). This paper is more nearly
``self-contained'' in that it does not appeal to any theory of strongly
continuous semigroups in topological vector spaces, whereas [5] did.
Furthermore, [5] did not establish the exponential formula. A theory like
that in [5] is given in [3] in the case X is a locally compact Hausdorff
space, not necessarily metric. The paper [4] contains a relevant result on
the strict topology. In [8], it was proved that if A is the Lie generator of
T # S(X ), then
f (T(t) x)= lim
n  
[(I&(tn) A)&n f ](x)
for all t0, f # C(X ), and x # X.
The main result is proved in Section 3 by a straightforward, two-part
argument. In the first part, it is proven that a Lie generator satisfies
(i)(iv). In the second part, a semigroup T # S(X ) is constructed from an
operator A satisfying (i)(iv) by means of the exponential formula, and it
is proven that A is the Lie generator of T. Section 2 contains preliminary
results about topologies, linear operators, and linear semigroups in C(X ),
and Section 4 contains examples.
2. Preliminary Results
Throughout this paper, ``norm,'' or & }&, will refer to the supremum norm
on C(X ), and for r>0, Br will denote the closed ball [ f # C(X): & f &r]
in C(X ). Let } denote the compact-open topology on C(X ), and let ;
denote the strongest locally convex topology on C(X ) that agrees with }
on each set Br . We call ; the strict topology on C(X). Mainly, the proper-
ties of the strict topology that we need are documented in the paper [10],
and what we do here is to provide a guide for finding the documentation.
Sentilles defines three ``strict'' topologies [10, p. 315] in the case that X is
a completely regular Hausdorff space and then establishes that the three
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topologies coincide if X is a complete separable metric space [10, Theorem
9.1, p. 332]. The ;-bounded sets are norm bounded, so it follows that a
sequence in C(X ) is strictly convergent as defined in the introduction if and
only if the sequence is convergent in the strict topology.
The following proposition gives one of the main reasons that the strict
topology is suitable for this analysis. We will not use the lemma directly in
this paper, but only indirectly by referring to results in [5] for which this
lemma is crucial. Because of the critical importance of this lemma to the
theory we develop, we state it here and give a simpler and more accessible
proof than what was given in [5]. We thank Professor Jimmie Lawson of
Louisiana State University for showing us the construction that makes this
simpler proof possible.
2.1. Proposition. If m is a nonzero ;-continuous multiplicative linear
functional on C(X), then there is a point z # X such that m( f )=f (z) for all
f # C(X).
Proof. Since m is ;-continuous, m is norm-continuous, and the fact that
m is a norm-continuous multiplicative linear functional implies that there
is a point z of the StoneC8 ech compactification X of X such that
m( f )=f (z) for all f # C(X ), where f denotes the continuous extension of f
to X . Suppose z # X "X. Let [Vn]n=1 denote a countable base for the topol-
ogy of X. Since X is Hausdorff, it follows that there is a subbase [Wn]n=1
of [Vn]n=1 such that z is not contained in the X -closure of Wn for any n.
By Urysohn's lemma, for each n there is a continuous function fn from X
into [0, 1] such that fn=0 on the X -closure of Wn and fn(z)=1. Let
f=n=1 (12
n) fn , and let g denote the restriction of f to X. Then
m(gn)=1 for each n, but the sequence [gn]n=1 is ;-convergent to 0. To see
this, note that g(x)<1 for all x # X, so that [gn]n=1 converges to 0
uniformly on compact sets by Dini's theorem. Since the sequence is clearly
norm-bounded, then it converges to zero in the strict topology. This is a
contradiction. K
The above proposition implies that any ;-continuous linear operator in
C(X ) that is also a multiplicative homomorphism is of the form f  f b F for
some continuous transformation F from X into X. Another especially nice
feature of the strict topology is that in spite of the fact that it is not a
metric topology or even first-countable, ``sequences are enough.'' The
meaning of this statement will soon be made clear.
2.2. Proposition. If V is any absolutely convex set in C(X ) that
contains a tail of every sequence in C(X) that is convergent to zero in the
strict topology, then V is a ;-neighborhood of 0.
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Proof. See [10, Theorem 8.2, p. 330] and remember that the three
strict topologies defined by Sentilles coincide in our setting. The proof of
this amazing proposition is quite elegant and uses the fact that the strict
topology is Mackey. K
2.3. Proposition. A linear functional on C(X ) is ;-contiuous if and only
it transforms strictly convergent sequences to convergent sequences, a linear
operator Q from C(X ) into C(X ) is ;-continuous if and only if it is strictly
sequentially continuous as defined in the introduction, and a collection of such
operators is ;-equicontinuous if and only if it is strictly sequentially equicon-
tinuous as defined in the introduction.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.2 by a routine argument. K
2.4. Proposition. Let T # S(X ) and let f, g # C(X ). Then the following
two statements are equivalent:
(i) g(x)= lim
t  0
1
t
[ f (T(t) x)&f (x)]
for each x # X, and
(ii) g=;& lim
t  0
1
t
[ f b T(t)&f ].
Proof. Clearly, (ii) implies (i), so suppose (i) is true. By [5, Theorem
2.2, p. 5], the mapping g b T( } ) is continuous from [0, ) into (C(X), ;).
Also, (C(X), ;) is sequentially complete, and therefore g b T( } ) is ;-
Riemann integrable on any interval [0, t]. If we replace x by T(s) x in (i),
then we see that g(T(s) x) is the derivative from the right of f (T( } ) x) at
s for each x # X and s0. Since g(T( } ) x) is continuous, it follows that
g(T( } ) x) is the derivative of f (T( } ) x) for each x # X and that
f (T(t) x)&f (x)=|
t
0
g(I(s) x) ds
for each t>0. Since t0 [ g b T(s)] ds exists as a ;-Riemann integral, it
follows that
f b T(t)&f=|
t
0
[ g b T(s)] ds
for each t>0. (ii) follows easily from this. K
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3. The Main Result
3.1. Theorem. Suppose A is the Lie generator of a semigroup T # S(X ).
Then
(i) A is a derivation,
(ii) the domain of A is strictly sequentially dense in C(X ),
(iii) for each *>0, I&*A has a norm nonexpansive and strictly
sequentially continuous inverse defined on all of C(X ) (I denotes the identity
transformation in C(X )), and
(iv) if '>0, then the collection [(I&(*n)A)&n: 0<*', n # N] is
strictly sequentially equicontinuous.
3.2. Theorem. Let A be a linear operator in C(X ) and suppose that A
satisfies conditions (i)(iv) of the conclusion of Theorem 3.1. Then A is the
Lie generator of a semigroup T # C(X ), and furthermore,
f b T(t)= lim
n  
(I&(tn) A)&n f
for t>0 and f # C(X ), where the limit is the strict limit.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose A is the Lie generator of a semigroup
T # S(X ). Then A is clearly a derivation. Let U denote the semigroup of
transformations in C(X) defined by U(t) f=f b T(t) for t0 and f # C(X ).
Then by [5, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, p. 5], U is a ;-strongly continuous
semigroup of ;-continuous, norm nonexpansive transformations in C(X ),
and for each c>0, [U(t): 0tc] is a ;-equicontinuous collection. By
Proposition 2.4, A is the ;-infinitesimal generator of U. For each f # C(X )
and h>0, we define fh=(1h) h0 U(t) f dt, where the integral is a
;-Riemann integral. Then a standard argument shows that fh # D(A)
and that ;&limh  0 fh=f ; see [7, p. 16]. Therefore, D(A) is sequentially
;-dense in C(X ). Now for each *>0, define the linear operator I* in
C(X ) by
I* f=
1
* |

0
e&s*U(s) f ds
for f # C(X ), where the integral is an improper ;-Riemann integral. An
alternate, more elementary way to define I* is to define
[I* f ](x)=
1
* |

0
e&s*f (T(s) x) dx
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for f # C(X ) and x # X. The function I* f defined is this way is clearly
bounded, with |I* f (x)|& f & for all x. By the Lebesgue dominated con-
vergence theorem, the function I* f is continuous. With either approach,
we see that each I* is a norm nonexpansive operator on C(X ).
We now want to show that I*=(I&*A)&1. If f # D(A) and g=Af, then
I*g=
1
* |

0
e&s*
d
ds
[U(s) f ] ds=&
1
*
f+
1
*2 |

0
e&s*U(s) f ds=
1
*
(I* f&f ).
This proves that I*(I&*A) f=f for all f # D(A). On the other hand,
1
h
((U(h)&I ) I* f=
1
h* |

0
e&s*[U(s+h) f&U(s) f ] ds
=
eh*
h* |

h
e&s*U(s) f ds&
1
h* |

0
e&s*
=
eh*&1
h
I* f&
eh*
h* |
h
0
e&s*U(s) f ds
for f # C(X ) and h, *>0. Letting h  0 shows that I* f # D(A) and that
AI* f=(1*) I* f&(1*) f. This shows that (I&*A) I* f=f for all
f # C(X).
Now suppose '>0. We will show that [(I&(*n)A)&n: 0<*', n # N]
is a strictly sequentially equicontinuous collection. By induction on m, it
follows that
((I&(*n) A)&m f )(x)
=(I m*n f )(x)
=\n*+
m
|

0
} } } |

0
e&(n*)(s m+ } } } +s 1)f (T(sm+ } } } +s1) x) dsm } } } ds1
=\n*+
m
|

0
e&sn*(sm&1(m&1)!) f (T(s) x) ds
(see [8], for example). Accordingly,
((I&(*n) A)&n f )(x)=|

0
f (T(s) x) d,*, n(s),
where
,*, n(s)=1& :
n&1
k=0
e&ns*
(ns*)k
k!
,
for s0, n # N, *>0.
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Now suppose [ fk]k=0 is a sequence in C(X) that converges strictly to
0 # C(X ), K is a compact subset of X and =>0. Choose M>0 so that
M& fk& for k=1, 2, . . .; pick q>1 so that Mqeq(q&1)<=2; and let K1
denote the set [T(*) x: 0*'q, x # K]. Note that:
(a) if s>1, then [e&ns(sn)n&1(n&1)!]n=1 is decreasing, and
(b) if t'q and bk=e&nt*(tn*)kk! for k=0, 1, ..., n&1, then
bk&1 bkq&1 for k=1, 2, ..., n&1.
If 0<*' and t'q, then, using (b), we get
1&,*, n(t)= :
n&1
k=0
e&nt*(tn*)kk!
=(e&nt*(tn*)n&1(n&1)!)(1+q&1+q&2+ } } } )
<e&q(1+q&1+q&2+ } } } )=qe&q(1&q),
since e&nt*(tn*)n&1(n&1)!e&t*e&q, using (a).
Now choose N1 # N so that | fn(x)|<=2 for x # K1 , n>N1 . It follows
that if n>N1 and x # K1 , then
|((I&(*n) A)&n fk)(x)|= } |

0
fk(T(s) x) d,*, n(s)}
 } |
'q
0
fk(T(s) x) d,*, n(s)}+ } |

'q
fk(T(s) x) d,*, n(s)}
=2+M(1&,*, n('q))<=2+Mqe&q(q&1)<=.
This shows that [(I&(*n) A)&n: 0<*', n # N] is strictly sequentially
equicontinuous. K
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose A is a linear operator in C(X ) that
satisfies (i)(iv), and let E denote the norm closure of D(A). By the
CrandallLiggett theorem [2, Theorem I, p. 266], there is a norm strongly
continuous semigroup U of norm nonexpansive transformations on E such
that
U (t) f= lim
n  
(I&(tn) A)&n f
for t0 and f # E. It is clear that each transformation U (t) is linear. The
above limit is a norm limit, so it is also a ;-limit. By condition (iv), the
collection
[(I&(g')A)&n: 0tb, n # N]
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is a ;-equicontinuous collection for each b>0. Since E is ;-dense in C(X ),
it follows that the ;-limit exists for all f # C(X ), and we can define
U(t) f=;- lim
n  
(I&(tn) A)&n f
for t0 and f # C(X ). It is also true that each operator U (t) is ;-con-
tinuous and the U(t) is the unique ;-continuous extension of U (t) to C(X ).
Furthermore, the collection [U(t): 0tb] is ;-equicontinuous for a each
b>0.
It is clear that U is a semigroup of transformations in C(X ); we want to
show that U is ;-strongly continuous. Let f # C(X ), t0, and let V be an
absolutely convex ;-neighborhood of 0. Choose g # E so that U(s)(g&f ) #
(13) V for 0st+1, and choose $>0 so that U(s) g&U(t) g # (13) V
for |s&t|<$. Then U(s) f&U(t) f # V for |s&t|<min(1, $).
Let A denote the norm infinitesimal generator of the semigroup U in E.
If g # D(A ), then U ( } ) g is strongly continuously differentiable on [0, ),
so, again by the CrandallLiggett theorem [2, Theorem II, p. 267],
(ddt)[U (t) g]=AU (t) g for t0. Therefore, A is an extension of A and
(I&*A)&1 is an extension of (I&*A )&1 for *>0. It is standard (see [7,
p. 17]) that
(I&*A)&1 g=(I&*A )&1 g=
1
* |

0
e&s*U (s) g ds=
1
* |

0
e&s*U(s) g ds
for *>0 and g # E. A standard argument based on the ;-density of E and
the ;-continuity properties of U and of (I&*A)&1 will establish that
(I&*A)&1 f=
1
* |

0
e&s*U(s) f ds
for *>0 and f # C(X ). Now let A denote the ;-infinitesimal generator of U.
By an argument like the one given in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows
that (I&*A ) has a norm nonexpansive, ;-continuous inverse for each *>0
and that
(I&*A )&1 f=
1
* |

0
e&s*U(s) ds
for *>0 and f # C(X ). We have shown that
(I&*A )&1=(I&*A)&1
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for *>0. Therefore, A =A. Since A is a derivation, it follows by a routine
argument that each operator U(t) is a multiplicative homomorphism. From
this it follows that there is a semigroup T # S(X ) such that U(t) f=f b T(t)
for t0 and f # C(X ); see [5, Sect. 3, pp. 67 and addendum]. By defini-
tion, A is the Lie generator of T. The exponential formula
U(t) f=;- lim
n  
(I&(tn) A)&n f,
established early in the argument, is, in fact, the promised exponential
formula for T, since U(t) f=f b T(t). K
4. Applications and Examples
A purpose of semigroup theory is the discovery of classes of differential
equations in various spaces X which have global solutions, i.e., solutions on
all of [0, ). Suppose here that X is a closed subset of a separable Banach
space Y and that B is a transformation from a dense subset of X into Y.
One may ask whether it is the case that given x # X there is a unique func-
tion y: [0, )  X such that, perhaps in some generalized sense,
y$(t)=B( y(t)) for t0, y(0)=x.
The following proposition proposes a generalized sense based on Lie gener-
ators.
4.1. Proposition. Suppose that for each x # D(B), there is a positive
number hx such that x+hBx # X for 0<h<hx . Let A1 denote the operator
in C(X) consisting of all ordered pairs ( f, g) # C(X )_C(x) such that
g(x)= lim
h  0
1
h
( f (x+hBx)&f (x))
for all x # D(B). By the assumption in the first sentence, there is at most one
such function g for any f # C(X), and thus we have indeed defined an operator
in C(X). If A1 has an extension A that is the Lie generator of a semigroup
T # S(X ), and f # D(A), then
lim
h  0
1
h
[ f (T(h) x)&f (x+hBx)]
for all x # D(B).
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of Lie generator
and the fact A is an extension of A1 . K
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4.2. Example. We choose the following example to both illustrate our
development and to point out a phenomenon which may be of interest. Let
X=R and let A be the collection of all ( f, g) # C(X)_C(X ) such that f is
continuously differentiable on R"[0] and g(x)=x23f $(x) for x{0 (We
thank C. J. K. Batty for some helpful correspondence; see [1].) We want to
show that A is a Lie generator and to determine the semigroup T # S(X )
that has A as its Lie generator by examining the operator (I&*A)&1 in
C(X ).
If g # C(X) and f&*Af=g, then
f (x)&*f $(x) x23=g(x),
and for x>0 we have
f $(x)&
1
*
x&23f (x)=&
1
*
x&23g(x),
d
dx
[e&3x 13*f (x)]=&
1
*
x&23e&3x 13 *g(x).
Since f and g are both bounded, we can integrate both sides from x to 
and get
&e&3x 13*f (x)=&
1
* |

x
s&23e&3s 13 *g(s) ds,
f (x)=
1
* |

x
s&23e3(x 13&s 13)*g(s) ds.
Therefore,
f (0)=
1
* |

0
s&23e&3s 13 *g(s) ds.
A similar procedure works for x<0. We would multiply through by the
same integrating factor, integrate from x to 0, and use the above expression
for f (0) to get
f (x)=
1
* |

x
s&23e3(x13&s13)*g(s) ds
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for all x # R. The change of variable !=3(s13&x13), s=(x13+(!3))3,
gives
f (x)=
1
* |

0
e&!*g((x13+(!3))3) d!.
It is now clear that the A is the Lie generator of the semigroup T # S(X )
given by
T(t) x=(x13+(t3))3
for t0 and x # R. This corresponds exactly to a fairly common technique
used in connection with semigroups of linear transformations, the techni-
que of finding the resolvent and then expressing the resolvent as a Laplace
transform; see [6, Corollary 16, p. 627] and the example in [6, pp. 639,
640].
The phenomenon to which we alluded at the start of this example is the
following: For B defined by B(x)=x23, x # R, the problem
y$(t)=B( y(t)), t0, y(0)=x,
has infinitely (even uncountably) many solutions if x0. Indeed this is the
standard example of such behavior. What our procedure does is to pick out
the only semigroup T # S(R) which is generated on all of R by the vector
field B.
One hope for the present work is that it will be useful in showing global
existence for systems of partial differential equations which can be written
in the form y$(t)=B( y(t)). Probably the main difficulty for any specific
transformation B is the establishment (or proof of nonexistence) of, given
g # C(X ) and *>0, a unique f # C(X ) such that
f&*Af=g,
where (perhaps) A1 is defined in terms of B as in Proposition 4.1, and A
is an appropriate extension of A1 . One might hope that, given an affirm-
ative solution to the above problem, establishing the remainder of the facts
necessary to show that A is a Lie generator would be relatively easy to do.
At any rate, we have transformed the nonlinear problem of solving
y$(t)=B( y(t)) into a linear problem (albeit in a larger space than X ).
When one considers the immense existing structure and intuition for linear
problems, one might have some optimism that the present work will be
useful.
Note. Instructions for downloading articles from the Electronic Journal
of Differential Equations may be found in the Notices of the American
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Mathematical Society 40, No. 6 (1993), 646. When using ftp, the login id
should be ``ftp,'' rather than ``ejde.'' Also, note that Ref. [5] has an
addendum attached in November 1994.
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